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Overview
- First Person vs Third Person

- Common Problems

- Motivations



First Person vs Third Person Camera
- First Person

- Immersive

- Intuitive

- Third Person
- “Abstract” POV

- More knowledge available 

to the player



Third Person - Fixed Cameras
- Fixed Position

- Camera moves from position to 

position as needed

- No dynamic behavior

- Fixed Angle
- Tracking based

- Often used for aerial views



Third Person - Dynamic Cameras
- Player Controlled

- Mostly or completely the player’s job to control

- Can distract from gameplay and reduce immersion

- AI Controlled with Player Interruption Allowed
- Primarily AI responsibility

- Player can impose action

- “Gamatography”



Common Problems
- Focusing on the player rather than the goal

- Balancing player agency with camera AI

- Small Environments



Motivations
- The player’s responsibility?

- What information should the player have access to?

- Does it add to or limit the game?

- What makes sense?



Considerations 
&

Application



Design Choices
We know types of cameras and what they’re good for, but...

● What makes a camera smart?
● Can I have multiple types?
● What can go wrong?
● Is the camera player controlled?



Clipping and Flipping
Clipping: The camera passes through geometry.

Flipping: Camera can’t find a resting point.



Solutions?
● More Raycasts / Better Predictions
● Adjust Near Plane / Frustum
● Avoid Corners
● Have camera “scoot” up walls



Doom Induced Motion SIckness (DIMS)
Yes this is a real thing.

Motion sickness caused by the perception of movement when 
the inner ear detects none.





Causes?
● Screen Bobbing
● Bright Screen/Room
● Bright/Unrealistic Colors
● Small field of view
● Being too close to the screen
● First-person camera
● New to video games



Solutions?
● Fixed object to focus on.
● Flat ground
● Dim your screen
● Turn off head bobbing
● Widen FOV
● Don’t drink caffeine?

Don’t worry! You’ll acclimate over time.



Camera Control
Tracking vs. Pushable

Movable vs. Floating

How much agency do we give the 
player to determine their view?



Restricting Camera Control
Benefits

1. Fewer bugs (bugs break immersion)
2. More design options
3. More visually appealing
4. Information control
5. Less of a hassle



Camera Control Freedom
Benefits

1. Increased Engagement/Immersion
2. Finer Detail
3. Encourages Exploration
4. Smart Freedom

a. Reorientation Button
b. Player never leaves screen



Transition
Why not have multiple camera systems?

You can, but “jump cuts” will disorient and confuse players.

What you need is a transition, a way to communicate to the 
player through the game that their view is changing.



Examples 1. Smooth camera motion
2. Allow the player a brief pause
3. Animate the change



Implementation 



Overview
- Camera smart follow implementations

- Auto avoid occlusion

- Make occlusion transparent

- Maintain multiple objects in camera
- Enemy lock on function



How does camera follow in game?
- Third person follow

- Obstacles may block the sight between camera & player

- Auto avoid 
- Zooming

- Rotating

- Make transparent



Camera follow implementations
- Auto avoiding by rotating

- Demo



Camera follow implementations



Camera follow implementations



Camera follow implementations



Camera follow implementations
- Make transparent

- Demo



Camera follow implementations
- Find the occlusions between Camera and player

- Apply transparent function

- Run restore functions when they are no longer blocking



Camera follow implementations
- Two approaches

- Ray casting
- Easy to find out the obstacles
- Hard to know when to restore

- Collision detection
- Need one collider

- Easy to know when to restore

- Collision detection 



Camera follow implementations



Camera follow implementations



Multiple objects in camera
- Multiple objects

- Focus on something
- Enemy lock on
- etc.



Multiple objects in camera
- Enemy lock on function

- Demo



Multiple objects in camera



Multiple objects in camera



Multiple objects in camera

- Circumscribed circle

- Law of sine

- Pythagorean theorem



Multiple objects in camera

- Law of cosine



Multiple objects in camera



Questions?
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